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Background: Sex differences in pain sensitivity have been well documented, such that

women often report greater sensitivity than men. However, clinical reports highlighting sex

differences often equate gender and sex. This is a particularly critical oversight for those

whose gender identity is different than their genetic sex.

Methods: This preliminary study sets to analyze differences in pain responses between

cisgender and transgender individuals living with HIV and chronic pain. A total of 51

African-American participants (24 cisgender men, 20 cisgender women, 7 transgender

women) with similar socioeconomic status were recruited. Genetic sex, gender identity,

depression and anxiety, pain severity, pain interference and pain-related stigma were

recorded. Participants also completed a quantitative sensory testing battery to assess pain

in response to noxious heat and mechanical stimuli.

Results: Transgender women and cisgender women demonstrated a greater magnitude of

temporal summation for heat pain stimuli or mechanical stimuli compared to cisgender men.

Specifically, transgender women reported greater mechanical summation than either cisgen-

der women or cisgender men. Transgender women and cisgender women similarly reported

greater chronic pain severity compared to cisgender men.

Conclusion: These data support the notion that gender identity may play a more significant

role in pain sensation than genetic sex. These results further maintain that not only gender

identity and genetic sex are distinct variables but that treatment should be based on identity

as opposed to genetic sex.
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Introduction
Chronic pain is a major health concern with ever-increasing costs,1,2 but the burden is

not equal. Sex differences exist in the prevalence of chronic pain conditions and pain

sensitivity3–5 with females reporting more pain and greater sensitivity to stimuli.6,7

We 8,9 and others 10,12 have demonstrated sex differences in immune cell mediation of

chronic pain in rodents to complement the reported sex differences in immune cell

populations and responses in humans.13–16 As such, biological sex remains a sig-

nificant factor related to pain experience.

The terms “sex” and “gender” have been used interchangeably in reports using

human subjects, but they are not the same. Genetic/natal sex is defined by biological

differences between males and females due to genetics and hormones. Gender identity

refers to the social and psychologically constructed sense of oneself as a man or
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woman.17 Research has shown that gender role expectations

of pain explained more variability in pain sensitivity than

genetic sex and was predictive of responses to nociceptive

stimuli.18 These results suggest sex differences in rodents,

may be less directly translatable to human subjects with

accompanying genders.

Transgender individuals, whose gender identities are not

traditionally associated with their genetic sex,19 have been

disregarded and understudied in healthcare settings.20

Whereas studies have examined sociodemographics,21

healthcare access,22 social support23 and other health-related

behaviors,24 little attention is given to specific health out-

comes. This preliminary report describes the impact of gen-

der identity on pain sensitivity in a sample of transgender

women (TW) in comparison to cisgender men (CM) and

women (CW). The first exploration of its kind, this study

highlights the critical need for research in this area.

Methods
Participants for this study were a part of an on-going study

examining the effects of HIV on chronic pain. As such, a

complete methodology can be found elsewhere.25 All par-

ticipants provided written informed consent and study

procedures were approved by the University of Alabama

at Birmingham Institutional Review Board and conducted

in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Medical Screening
Medical record reviews were completed to determine

whether participants were prescribed antidepressants or

opioids. For TW, estradiol prescription and dose were

noted. Those who met study inclusion criteria were deemed

eligible for ongoing participation. Blood was collected from

each participant for the quantification of CD4 helper T-cell

count (cells/microliter) and viral load (viruses/microliter) to

confirm immune health and analyze HIV-related effects.

Participants with 50 viruses/microliter of blood or greater

were considered to have “detectable” viral loads.

Participants
A total of 51 African-American adults (age ≥18 years) were

selected for this preliminary report. Chronic pain was defined

as bodily pain that had persisted for at least three consecutive

months and that was present on at least half the days in the

past 6 months26 and confirmed by medical records. No one

chronic pain condition was targeted or excluded. Of the 51

participants that completed the study, 24 were CM, 20 were

CW and 7 were TW. Following identification of our TW

population, we identified comparable CM and CW partici-

pants in the study population based on race, SES and age –

variables known to contribute to pain sensitivity.27–30 The

post hoc examination reported herein and the primary focus

of the data collection effort resulted in unequal groups and no

representation of transgender men, factors that future studies

will seek to remedy.

Quantitative Sensory Testing (QST)
Our QST methodology has been described elsewhere.25 In

short, heat pain threshold (HPTh), heat pain tolerance

(HPTo), and temporal summation (TS) of heat pain were

assessed prior to TS of mechanical pain. Following TS

procedure, conditioned pain modulation (CPM) was

assessed.

Psychosocial Measures
Participants completed self-report questionnaires that

included: the HIV Stigma Mechanism Measure,31 the

Center for Epidemiological Studies-Depression Scale

(CES-D),32 the State-Trait Anxiety Index (STAI),33 the

Everyday Discrimination Scale,34 the 36-Item Short

Form Health Survey (SF-36),35 the Pain Sensitivity

Questionnaire (PSQ),36 the Pain Catastrophizing Scale

(PCS),37 Internalized Stigma of Chronic Pain Scale,38

and the Brief Pain Inventory (BPI)-Short Form.39,40

Statistical Analyses
Differences in participant characteristics were examined

using analysis of variance (ANOVA). Analyses included

analgesics and antidepressants as covariates. For continu-

ously measured variables, a repeated-measures ANOVA

was used to analyze group differences. Differences in

pain sensitivity were analyzed by ANOVA with post hoc

analyses for pairwise comparisons across the three study

groups. Finally, a correlation analysis was completed to

assess the association of psychosocial variables with

mechanical and heat pain sensitivity. There were no miss-

ing data for any of the study variables. All analyses were

carried out using SPSS, version 24.

Results
Demographics
All participants (aged 46 � 1 years of age) were HIV-positive

and living below the poverty line according to government

standards. Sixteen had a detectable viral load (CM = 11;

CW = 4; TW = 1). The average number of CD4+ cells was
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662 (CM = 541; CW = 798; TW = 693). Thirty-four had

current prescriptions for antidepressants and 35 had current

prescriptions for analgesics. Only 5 of 7 TW participants had

prescriptions for estradiol in varying doses in their medical

records. Estradiol prescription did not predict pain scores, nor

did estradiol dose in any test. Neither antidepressants nor

analgesics had any effects on acute pain sensitivity measures

differentially between groups.

Heat Pain Sensitivity
There were no significant differences between gender groups

for HPTh or HPTo (Figure 1A and B). There was a signifi-

cant main effect of antidepressant prescription for HPTh (F

(1,51) = 4.410, p = 0.041; ηp
2 = 0.086, 1-β = 0.539 and HPTo

(F(1,51) = 4.131, p = 0.048; ηp
2 = 0.081, 1-β = 0.512), but no

interaction with gender groups. TS of heat pain was deter-

mined by the change in the pain intensity rating elicited by

the first heat pulse compared to the rating elicited by the fifth

heat pulse for the 46°C stimulus. Data representing TS of

heat pain and ratings over time are presented in Figure 2A

and B. Results of a repeated-measures ANOVA revealed that

the magnitude of TS (ie, slope) did not differ according to

gender identity. There was a significant main effect of

analgesic prescription on TS (F(1,51) = 5.239, p = 0.027;

ηp
2 = 0.0.005, 1-β = 0.068), but no interaction with gender

groups. Absolute pain intensity ratings in response to the

repeated 46°C heat stimuli significantly differed according

to gender identity (F(1,51) = 7.347, p = 0.002; ηp
2 = 0.234, 1-

β = 0.924)). Specifically, TW (p = 0.014) and CW (p = 0.019)

rated the intensity of pain elicited by each of the five heat

pulses as significantly greater in comparison to CM. Pain

intensity ratings to the 46°C heat pulses did not significantly

differ between TW and CW.

Mechanical Pain Sensitivity
TS of mechanical pain was determined by calculating the

change in the pain intensity rating elicited by the first contact

with the nylon monofilament compared to the rating elicited

following the series of 10 contacts, presented in Figure 2C and

D. Repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a significant effect of

gender on TS of mechanical pain (F(1,51) = 4.647, p = 0.015;

ηp
2 = 0.168, 1-β = 0.756). Specifically, the magnitude (ie

slope) of TS for mechanical pain demonstrated by TW was

significantly greater than the TS demonstrated by CM

(p = 0.013), but not CW (p = 0.078), though there was a

trend. There were no significant effects of antidepressants or

analgesics on mechanical sensitivity.

Conditioned Pain Modulation
For CPM, baseline pressure pain thresholds (PPTs) were

compared to conditioned PPTs (ie, PPTs assessed during

concurrent cold pressor application). There were no sig-

nificant effects of gender on baseline PPTs or conditioned

PPTs (Figure 1C). Further, there was no significant effect

of gender on CPM.

Psychosocial Variables
There were no significant effects of gender identity on any

of the psychosocial variables (data not shown) or evidence

Figure 1 (A) Mean (SEM) temperature threshold (°C) when pain was detected. (B) Mean (SEM) temperature tolerance (°C). (C) Mean (SEM) change in pressure pain

threshold (conditioned pain modulation) as a result of simultaneous exposure to the cold pressor and to pressure pain stimuli. CM = cisgender men (blue), CW = cisgender

women (red), TW = transgender women (purple), individual circles represent participant values contributing to the overall means for each group.
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of significant correlations among the QST responses and

psychosocial variables.

Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the first report to explore whether

transgender individuals respond to pain more similarly to

their genetic sex or their gender identity. Our preliminary

findings suggest that TW respond to noxious mechanical and

heat stimuli more similarly to CW and not CM, though not

always statistically significant. In the case of TS of heat and

mechanical pain, both TW and CW showed greater pain

sensitivity compared to CM, but did not differ from one

another. These findings could not be accounted for by any

psychosocial variables, despite their relevance elsewhere.

We assert that selection of comparator groups reduced the

impact of these variables. In our preliminary study, gender

identity was the major contributing factor to the summation

of noxious stimuli, not genetic sex.

In preclinical studies, genetic sex is a significant bio-

logical variable. Our early work demonstrated sex differ-

ences in the role of immune cells in the mediation of

chronic pain.8,9 Others have replicated our work across

species11 and various chronic pain models 10,12. In each

case, the utilization of specific immune cells was found to

hormone-dependent.9,11,41 In fact, there is evidence in

humans of similar differences in immune cell responses,14

Figure 2 (A) Mean (SEM) visual analogue scale (VAS) pain ratings for the individual heat pulses. (B) Mean (SEM) change in VAS pain rating from pulse 1 to pulse 5. (C) Mean

(SEM) VAS rating for the temporal summation of mechanical pain at 1 presentation and 10 presentations of 300 g monofilament. (D) Mean (SEM) change in VAS pain rating

from 1 presentation to 10 presentations. CM = cisgender men (blue), CW = cisgender women (red), TW = transgender women (purple). *p < 0.05, **p<0.01.
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populations13,15,16 and hormone-dependence42 that

encourages the translatability of the preclinical work.

However, emerging evidence suggests that psychosocial

factors can modulate pain in rodents in ways that mirror

human interactions.43,44

Social and cultural factors can alter pain experience.

Women with chronic pain report greater hostility and

dismissal45 and are more likely to have their pain attributed

to psychological issues.46 These disparities appear to be

reinforced through gender stereotypes that attribute distinct

pain resilience patterns for men and women. The Gender

Role Expectations of Pain Questionnaire (GREP) was

developed to examine the impact of these beliefs.18

Researchers using the GREP have demonstrated that gender

identity predicted more of the variability in responses than

genetic sex.47 These data support the notion that beliefs

about pain sensitivity may play a greater role than other

biological variables, in alignment with the striking similar-

ity in summation responses between CW and TW in our

study. However, there are biologically based reasons for

expecting that TW and CW would show similar responses.

Central sensitization is a phenomenon whereby nociceptor

stimulation can increase the excitability of neurons in central

pain pathways manifesting as pain hypersensitivity48–50 and

may underlie chronic pain. In support of clinical epidemiolo-

gical data, there is evidence to suggest that central sensitiza-

tion and resulting secondary hyperalgesia are indeed greater in

women,51 possibly accounting for the greater prevalence of

chronic pain in women. To that end, temporal summation may

be predictive of the development of chronic pain52 and we

have reported putative sex differences in temporal summation

of heat,53 but we are the first to expand these investigations to

TW. Additionally, in pain-relevant brain regions such as the

thalamus, hypothalamus, putamen, INAH3 subnucleus and

the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, there are documented

differences in neuron number, connectivity and cortical thick-

ness that are dependent on gender identity, as opposed to

genetic sex.54–59 There is debate as to whether these simila-

rities are innate60 or due to social factors,61,62 but gender

identity appears to be a critical component. These data suggest

that TW may be at increased risk for central sensitization,

hypersensitivity and subsequent chronic pain. Therefore, we

assert that gender identity be recognized as a critical factor in

treatment recommendations and future studies.

Our study had a number of limitations due to the

preliminary nature of the work. First, the sample size for

the TW group was small, based on the conditions sur-

rounding the collection of the data and the focus of the

parent project. Second, the lack of transgender men in the

study is an aspect that future studies should address. Third,

to provide comparator groups to the TW in the study, we

selected participants that were similar in race, SES and

health status. This choice increased internal validity but

may result in data that is not generalizable to the popula-

tion as a whole. Fourth, as mentioned, we did not test

hormone status and there is ample data to suggest that

hormones affect the mediation of chronic pain.8,9 We feel

that the limitations of our study do not reduce the potential

importance of our work and believe that future large-scale

studies can overcome these obstacles to provide a clearer

understanding of the role that gender identity plays on pain

sensitivity in humans.

The transgender community is a vulnerable population

dealing with stigmas that impact the quality of life.21,63

Despite the evidence of sex differences in pain that are

dependent on hormone status and genetic sex, there are a

host of reasons for caution when applying such findings.

Our study demonstrated that TW and CW show very

similar temporal summation of thermal stimuli and that

TW may have an even greater summation of mechanical

stimuli than CW. This latter finding argues that TW may

be at greater risk for chronic pain than CW, supporting the

need for further study and assistance. In our hands, gender

identity appears to have a significant impact on pain sen-

sitivity, supporting the recognition of gender identity over

genetic sex.
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